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 With more than 30 years of experience in custom embroidery, we are dedicated to providing the best digitizing, embroidery software, educational resources, and marketing services for embroidery retailers and embroidery design studios. Ease of use & speed are the most important factors when designing in the shop. All of our multi-zone, 3D embroidery software products are designed from the
ground up to be used by any industry professional. The ability to create, design and stitch multi-layered designs is becoming an essential skill for any embroidery professional. Multi-zone allows you to choose the largest area you’re working on, and simply drag & drop your design into any zone of your choice. Give your customers a great gift by creating custom embroidery for your apparel clients, add
your logo and contact info, and include your slogan or a message. EmbroideryDesigns.com has an extensive inventory of quality designs in stock, ready to be digitized. You are welcome to email any questions or comments to sales@embroiderydesigns.com. How are professional embroidery shops using multi-zone technology today? Most shops today start by digitizing their designs by using computer
software. Then they go into the software and make a copy of the design for digitizing into their embroidery machine. This process can take hours of time. This is time consuming, has multiple steps and there is no automation. This is because the software isn’t developed from the ground up to allow you to work in 3D or multi-zone. Most embroidery software starts with a 2D digitizing tool. Then once
digitized, you must move the design onto the stitch list in another software program for stitch creation. If you make any changes to the design, you have to repeat the process. The software may or may not work with the specific thread your machine is running. Most will work fine with cotton, but may not with polyester or nylon threads. One of the most expensive parts of the software package is the

thread. You can save a lot of money and time by doing your own embroidery digitizing and stitching. The multi-zone technology we bring to the table will allow you to work in 3D, start from scratch in 3D, and design in 3D, in one seamless step, no stitching or 82157476af
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